Effect of solvent composition on oxide morphology during flame spray pyrolysis of metal nitrates.
The effect of solvent composition on particle formation during flame spray pyrolysis of inexpensive metal-nitrates has been investigated for alumina, iron oxide, cobalt oxide, zinc oxide and magnesium oxide. The as-prepared materials were characterized by electron microscopy, nitrogen adsorption, X-ray diffraction (XRD) and disc centrifugation (XDC). The influence of solvent parameters such as boiling point, combustion enthalpy and chemical reactivity on formation of either homogeneous nanoparticles by evaporation/nucleation/coagulation (gas-to-particle conversion) or large particles through precipitation and conversion within the sprayed droplets (droplet-to-particle conversion) is discussed. For Al(2)O(3), Fe(2)O(3), Co(3)O(4) and partly also MgO, the presence of a carboxylic acid in the FSP solution resulted in homogeneous nanoparticles. This is attributed to formation of volatile metal carboxylates in solution as evidenced by attenuated total reflectance spectroscopy (ATR). For ZnO and MgO rather homogeneous nanoparticles were formed regardless of solvent composition. For ZnO this is attributed to its relatively low dissociation temperature compared to other oxides. While for MgO this is traced to the high decomposition temperature of Mg(NO(3))(2) together with Mg(OH)(2)↔MgO transformations. Cobalt oxide (Co(3)O(4)) nanoparticles made by FSP were not aggregated but rather loosely agglomerated as determined by the excellent agreement between XRD- and XDC-derived crystallite and particle sizes, respectively, pointing out the potential of FSP to make non-aggregated particles.